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A "Quick and Dirty" Introduction to
THE GEOMETER'S SKETCHPAD

1.) TO START THE GEOMETER'S SKETCHPAD:

Double Click the Sketchpad icon:

2.) TO OPEN A NEW SKETCH:

(a) Click anywhere in the Sketchpad  Window to remove the title
      page.  (See below.)

OR
(b) Pull down the File Menu and release on NEW SKETCH.

3.)USING SKETCHPAD

TOOLS
Sketchpad  Window
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POINT TOOL: The point tool creates points.  Select the tool, point to a
designated spot and click the mouse.

SELECTION ARROW:      
The selection tools selects objects in the sketch plane and translates, rotates, and

dilates objects. To select and object simple point the selection arrow at the object and
click the mouse.  To select more than one object at a time, simply point and click on
additional objects.  Note: If  you point and click in a blank space, all objects will be
unselected.

CIRCLE TOOL:  The circle tool creates circles.  Click the mouse to designate center,
then drag to desired radius and release.

STRAIGHT OBJECTS TOOL:

Straight object tools create segments, rays, and lines.  Click the mouse to
designate the initial point, drag and click again to indicate direction or terminal point.

TEXT TOOL: The text tool creates labels and captions for your sketch.
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CUSTOM TOOL:

The Custom tool is new to Sketchpad© v.4.  Custom tools are tools that you create
yourself or that other Sketchpad users create for you. In just the way that Sketchpad’s
Compass tool constructs a circle given its center and radius point, custom tools that you
create can construct figures of arbitrary complexity. For example, you can make a custom
tool that constructs the perpendicular bisector of a given segment, or one that constructs
the circumcircle of a given triangle, or one that constructs a square given two adjacent
vertices.

MENUS: File and Edit Buttons
FILE: New Sketch, Open, Save and Save As, etc. (Standard Macintosh/PC operations)

EDIT:  Cut, Copy, Paste, Select, etc. (Standard
Macintosh/PC operations)

Action Buttons: Action buttons are sketch objects
that, when pressed, perform a previously defined action, such
as starting an animation or hiding a group of objects.

Preferences: This command allows you to change a
variety of settings that determine how Sketchpad works. The
Preferences dialog box normally includes three panels: Units,
Color, and Text.
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Display and Construct Menus

DISPLAY (Line Width, Color, Shade, Text style, Text
Font): The Display menu commands allow you to control
the appearance of objects in your sketch and of the tools
you use to work with them. With these commands you
can greatly enhance the visual appeal of a sketch and its
effectiveness in communicating the mathematics it
embodies. Using appropriate line widths and colors and
hiding some objects while showing others help focus
attention on the important parts of a sketch. Properly
styled labels and captions help describe the purpose of
the sketch and the mathematics behind it. Tracing and
animation create dynamic visualizations of your sketch’s
underlying principles.

CONSTRUCT (Line segments, Midpoints, Parallel and
Perpendicular lines, etc:  This menu provides commands
for accomplishing many important geometric constructions.
Most of these are constructions that could also be
accomplished by using Sketchpad’s Compass and
Straightedge tools, but the Construct menu provides
simpler and quicker ways of completing the construction.
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Transform, Measure, Calculate, and Graph Menus:
TRANSFORM: The Transform menu contains commands
drawn from the perspective of a metric transformational
geometry. Use them to construct or explore symmetries and
other transformational relationships. You may specify
transformational parameters—such as angles of rotation or
scaling factors of dilation—either geometrically, by referring
to existing objects, or metrically, by entering numeric angles
and lengths (or by referring to numerical values and
calculations already defined in your sketch).

MEASURE: The Measure menu’s commands continue the
metric theme and offer a variety of ways to determine
numeric relationships in your construction

CALCULATE: The Calculate command can be thought of
as ruler-and-protractor operations: They measure distances,
areas, and angles using the metric units you choose in
Preferences. The commands that appear after the Calculate
command are analytic in nature and measure quantities in
relationship to some (existing or newly-defined) coordinate
system. 
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GRAPH: The Graph menu’s commands continue the
analytic perspective and pursue it into algebra and
calculus, offering operations relating to coordinate
systems and to variables and functions considered
abstractly.

Getting "Into" Geometer's Sketchpad  - Take a tour.

1.  Open a New Sketchpad Geometry  file.  (Directions for Saving a file or Opening a previously
saved file can be found at the end of this tour.)

 2. Construct a triangle.  Select the Point tool.  The cursor becomes a cross-hair.  Use
the cross-hair to select a position for the point and press the mouse button.  A point will
appear in the Drawing Area. If you move the cursor away, note that the point appears as
two small concentric circles, this is a "selected" point referred to earlier.

Figure SP1
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"Selection" of points (and other geometric figures) will figure prominently in future
constructions. Using the cursor move the Point tool to another position in the Drawing
Area and press the mouse button. A second "selected" point will appear.  Note: the first
point is now "unselected".

Use your Point tool to create a third point, and then put your point tool away (that is,
select the pointer tool.)We are now ready to construct our triangle.

Select all three of your vertices by using your Pointer to point to each and then pressing
the mouse button.  Note: If an object has already been "selected", by pointing at it and
pressing the mouse button again it will become "unselected"; you may unselect all
selected objects by placing the cursor in an unoccupied area and pressing the mouse
button.

With all three vertices selected pull down the Construct menu.  Notice that several of the
options are listed in dark print, these tools are available at this time. Select Segments.
The triangle appears with "selected" line segments (see Figure SP2).  As before, pressing
the mouse button key in any unoccupied spot will unselect the segments. Now that you
are done drawing your triangle put your tool away.

Figure SP2

3.) The essence of an interactive dynamic geometry package is the ability to manipulate
or drag, a geometric figure drawn on the screen.  Move the Pointer arrow toward one of
the vertices until it becomes horizontal.  Press and hold the mouse button and drag the
vertex of the triangle around the screen. See Figures SP3 and SP4.
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Figure SP3

Figure SP4

Select a side of the triangle by pointing at it or by selecting the two vertices that
determine it and drag it around the screen.  Select the entire triangle and drag it around
the screen.
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4.  Find the area of your triangle.

Select all three vertices of your triangle, and construct its interior using Triangle Interior
(see Figures SP5.) Notice that the triangle's interior appears checkered indicating that it
has been "selected" (see Figure SP6.)

Figure SP5

Figure SP6: F3: Option C - Triangle Interior Selected

Calculate the area of the triangle by pulling down the Measure menu and choosing Area,
(see Figures SP7 and SP8.)
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Figure SP7

Figure SP8

Notice in Figure SP8, the result was labeled Area ΔABC. Sketchpad Geometry  has
automatically labeled the figure.

 To label objects, click the Text Tool,        .  The Pointer becomes a small hand.   Use
the mouse to point the finger at a vertex, when the hand becomes black, press the mouse
button and the next consecutive letter will appear (if you click the mouse a second time
the label will disappear.).  To choose a different label than the one automatically
provided, point the finger at the label, when the hand contains a letter A, double click the
mouse button and a dialog box will appear. Type in the desired label and select OK.

5.  Find the perimeter of the triangle. Calculate the perimeter of the triangle by
selecting the triangle interior, pulling down the Measure menu, choosing Perimeter (see
Figures SP9 and SP10.)
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Figure SP9

6.  Find the lengths of the sides of the triangle. The Length or Distance tools in the
Measure Menu can be used to measure the length of an object like a segment or a vector,
or the distance between two points on the screen (see Figure SP10.)    Calculate the
length of side BC of your triangle by selecting side BC and choosing Length.  Repeat the
process by selecting points B and C and choosing Distance.  Find the lengths of sides AB
and CA

Figure SP10: Perimeter of ΔABC and lengths of  sides BC, AB and CA.

7.   Select the lengths of sides BC, AB and CA. We can now use the Calculate tool on the
Measure Menu.  We will use this tool to add the dynamic lengths of the sides of ∆ABC
to compare the sum to the given perimeter.  Pull down the Measure menu and  Choose
Calculate.  A calculator will appear (see Figure SP11.)  On the right side is a pull down
menu which contains the values that you have selected (i.e. lengths of sides BC, AB and
CA.)
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Figure SP11

Enter each of the lengths of the sides of your triangle separated by an addition sign and
press OK. The computed sum will appear on the screen. (see Figure SP12.)   Compare
this computed result to the measured perimeter as any one of the vertices is dragged
around the screen.

SP12:  The result of calculating CA+AB+BC.

Important Note:  Notice that the Result of the computation of BC+AC+AB
changes as any of the vertices of ∆∆∆∆ABC are dragged around the screen.  This is
always true for computed results, even when the value of the result does not appear
to change as the figure is dragged.  This will become clearer in the next step of this
activity.
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8.  Find the measures of the angles of the triangle.  Use the Angle tool on the Measure
menu to measure the angles of ∆∆∆∆ABC (see Figure SP13.)   When using the Angle
measurement tool, the correct order follows the angle naming convention of "side-vertex-
side" where the vertex of the angle is the second point of the three points chosen.
Measure ∠ BAC. After all three points are chosen in the correct order, select Angle. The
measure of ∠ BAC will appear on the screen.

Figure SP13

9.  Find the sum of the measures of the angles of the triangle.  Use the Calculate tool
to find the sum of these three angle measurements (see Figure SP14.)  Recall that the
angle measurements are listed under the Values menu. Drag the vertices of ∆∆∆∆ABC to
investigate what happens to this angle sum.

Figure SP14

Important Note: Compare the appearance of the result of the angle sum
computation to the perimeter computation done earlier as the vertices of ∆ABC are
dragged (see Figures SP15 and SP16).  The reason that one value changes and the other
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does not is mathematical, not a result of the some software issue.  It is critical that
students understand that a computed value will change when the figure is dragged.  The
result may not appear to change, but that is only a result of mathematical principles.
Often, this type of result is the very outcome being sought in an investigation.

Figures SP15

Figure SP16: Angle sum constant; perimeter changes.

10. Use the Hide/Show tool.  To help keep the clutter on the screen to a minimum, use
the hide/show tools located in the Display Menu.   The Hide Objects tool hides selected
items that are not necessary at the moment.  Note: this is different than the Delete tool
under Edit menu, which permanently deletes objects. The Show Objects tool shows
items that have been previously hidden.  To Hide objects, select the objects that you wish
to hide and select Hide Objects.  To Show hidden objects, select Show All Hidden,
"unselect" the objects that you wish to show and re-hide the remainder.
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Opening/Saving a previously created Sketchpad   figure:
To Open an existing Sketchpad Geometry  file saved in the
memory or to Save a current file you use the same procedures as
you would for any PC or MAC based program. Pull down the File.

1.  Open:  This option allows you to open
an existing Sketchpad Geometry  file
saved in the memory of the computer. If
you choose Open, a file dialogue box will
appear as shown in Figure SP52.  Use the
up arrow to move between Files or
Folders. Select the File or type the File
name in the choice box and click Open.

2. Save (or Save As): This option saves the current Sketchpad Geometry  in the memory
of the computer. If you choose Save As, a file dialogue box will appear as shown in
figure. Use the up arrow to move
between Files or Folders and select the
folder in which you wish to save your
file. Type the File name in the File
name box and click Save.

Save As file dialogue box.
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Preferences
This command allows you to change a variety of settings that determine how Sketchpad
works. The Preferences dialog box normally includes three panels: Units, Color, and
Text.

Units Preferences
The settings on this panel control the units and
precision Sketchpad uses to display measurements
and calculations. For example, depending on these
settings, a segment’s length measurement may appear
as “2.54 cm” or “1.0 in.”

Color Preferences

The settings on this panel control the updating of
color preferences, the default colors of new objects
you create, the background and selection colors
used in your sketch. The first six color rectangles
show the default colors for various types of objects
in Sketchpad: points, lines and other straight objects
(segments, axes, and rays), circles and other curved
objects (arcs), interiors, loci, and plots. New objects
are assigned colors according to these settings. The
last two color rectangles show the colors for
selection markers and for the background of the
sketch itself.

When the Update Automatically When Applying New Color box is checked, the
preferences for your sketch are automatically changed whenever you color an object in
the sketch. For example, if you color a line green and then construct a new segment, the
new segment will also be colored green. Remove the check to have the preferences
remain unchanged no matter how you modify the colors of objects in your sketch.
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Text Preferences
These settings control when objects are labeled.
Show Labels Automatically: Check For All
New Points to show the labels of new points
when they’re created. Check As Objects Are
Measured to show labels when you measure an
object. As you make a measurement, the labels
needed to name the measurement will also
appear. For example, if you measure the length
of a segment between two unlabeled points, the
segment endpoints’ labels will also appear.
Even if you don’t show labels automatically,
you can show (or hide) individual objects’ labels by using the Text tool or Show Labels.
Show Text Palette When Editing Captions: If this box is checked, the Text Palette
appears whenever you edit a caption and disappears when you finish editing.

Further Activities and Explorations
1. Use the Polygon tool to draw a quadrilateral on the screen in a New Sketchpad

Geometry  figure.  Measure the interior angles of this quadrilateral.  Drag the
vertices of the quadrilateral around the screen and make a conjecture about the sum
of the interior angles.  How does this compare to the results of your exploration with
the sum of the interior angles of a triangle?  Explain.

2. Use the Polygon tool to investigate the sum of the interior angles of a pentagon,
hexagon, heptagon and other polygons.  Make a conjecture about the sum of the
measures of the interior angles of a general n-gon.  Explain any patterns that you
find.

3. Open a New Sketchpad Geometry  figure and draw and label ∆∆∆∆ABC.  Use the
Parallel Line tool to construct lines through each vertex of ∆∆∆∆ABC parallel to the
opposite sides.  How could you use this construction to help explain why the sum of
measure of the interior angles of any triangle is 180°?

4. The exterior angles of a polygon are the angles formed between an extended side of
the polygon and the adjacent side.  In Figure SP61, side DC was extended using the
Ray tool.  Draw several different polygons of 3, 4, 5, 6, or more sides and investigate
to make a conjecture about the sum of the measures of the exterior angles.  Explain
any patterns that you find.

5. Draw several different polygons of 3, 4. 5, 6, or more sides and investigate to find
any relationships between the interior and exterior angles of the figures.  Explain any
patterns you find and make a general rule, if possible.
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Figure SP 61: An exterior angle of polygon ABCDE .
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Creating and Using New Tools
You define new custom tools by example: you create a construction you wish to “turn into a
tool,” then define a tool based on that example. Turn any construction into a custom tool by
selecting sketch objects that define a construction you wish to turn into a tool. The objects you
select must be related to each other in such a way that at least one selected object is completely
determined by other selected objects. Then choose Create New Tool from the Custom Tools
menu.

Custom Tools Menu

When you press the Custom tool icon in the Toolbox, Sketchpad displays the Custom Tools
menu. This menu has several parts.

Create New Tool. This command defines a new custom tool based on your selections in the
sketch.
Tool Options. This command allows you to organize, rename, copy, or remove the custom tools
contained in your sketch.
Show Script View. This command shows or hides the most recently chosen custom tool’s
script—a step-by-step description of what the tool constructs. The command is Hide Script View
if the script is already showing.
This Document. This part of the menu lists all of the custom tools defined in the current (active)
document. If the active document does not yet contain any tools, this part of the menu does not
appear. When you define a new custom tool, it appears first in this part of the menu.
Other Documents. This part of the menu lists all of the other open documents that contain
custom tools. Each entry in this part of the menu lists an open document that contains tools and
displays a submenu of each of the tools in that document. If no other open documents contain
tools, this part of the menu does not appear.
Tool Folder. This part of the menu lists any tools from documents that were stored in the Tool
Folder when Sketchpad started. This folder is a special folder (directory) named Tool Folder
that’s stored next to the Sketchpad application on your hard disk. If no documents were stored in
this folder when Sketchpad started (or if the documents in this folder didn’t contain any tools),
this part of the menu does not appear.
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Creating a Custom Tool
To create a New Tool, follow these steps:
1. Make a construction to serve as an example ( see Example 1) of the construction you want the

tool to produce. (You can use any of Sketchpad’s tools or menus.)
2. Select both the given objects and the desired resulting objects you’d like the tool to produce.

The order in which you select the givens determines the order in which you’ll match givens
when using the tool.

3. Choose Create New Tool from the Custom Tools menu that appears.
4. A dialog box appears in which you can type a name for the tool. Type a name and click OK.

Example 1:  Create a New Tool entitled Equitriby2pts which constructs an equilateral triangle
given the endpoints of one of its sides.

Draw two points using the Point Tool and construct an equilateral triangle using the two points as
    the endpoints on one of its sides.

Givens:  two points
Results:  the triangle and its vertices.

Rules for Creating New Tools

1.  A New Tool must include all those objects (givens) necessary for construction but which are
not defined by the construction.  The results are the objects of ultimate interest in the
construction. (Any unselected objects that relate the givens to the results are intermediate objects
- these objects are not reproduced when you use the tool.)

2.  A New Tool must respect the logical structure of the figure as it was constructed.

3.  A New Tool uses givens in the order in which they are selected.

The selected objects to be produced by a tool are called results. The selected objects that don’t
depend on any others, but upon which the results depend, are called givens.

Executing a New Tool

Execute the New Tool:  Equitriby2pts.
Open a new Sketchpad  Geometry Drawing and draw a two points A and B.

1.   Press and hold the Custom tools icon in the Toolbox. The Custom
Tools menu appears.

2.   Choose Equitriby2pts from the menu. (Recall that this custom tool
      constructs an equilateral triangle given two vertices.)
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3.  As you move your mouse over the sketch a point  will appear - drag it
     to point A and click the mouse, then drag it to point B
     and press click the mouse. Note: As you drag the point a
     labeled equilateral triangle will appear which will
     become the required equilateral triangle ABC as soon as
     point B is selected

Note: You may also simply move your mouse over a new sketch and click in two different places,
and an equilateral triangle will appear.

Note: You can also open tools in any open document by using Tool Options.

4.  When you’re finished using the New Tool, put your tool away by clicking on any other tool in
the Toolbox .

Storing a New Tool in the Tools Folder

Rules for Creating New Tools

1. Create or copy the tool(s) you want into a new document.
2. Choose Save As from the File menu.
3. Use the Save As dialog box to navigate to the folder named Tool Folder located within the

same folder which contains the Sketchpad program.
4. Save the document in the Tool Folder.

Note: You can copy tools between open documents with Tool Options.

Alternately, you can drag Sketchpad documents into this folder from your computer’s desktop to
make their tools available the next time you start Sketchpad

Store the New Tool:  Equitriby2pts.
1. Open a new sketch.
2.  In the Custom Tools menu, locate the "other document" that contains the new tool that you

wish to store (in this case Equitriby2pts).
3. Draw an equilateral triangle using the tool Equitriby2pts.
4. Choose Save As from the File menu and use the Save As dialog box to navigate to the folder

named Tool Folder located within the same folder which contains the Sketchpad program
and press Save.  The tool will now be stored in the Tool Folder.


